
JUST-IN-TIME MATHS  

Finding the LCM via Prime Factoring 
Just-in-Time Maths lessons are intended as a quick review of a specific topic that you have 

learned before but with which you are feeling a bit rusty. They are NOT intended as complete 

lessons for topics you have not previously studied. We hope you find the information timely in 

helping you be successful in your current mathematics course. 

 

Table of Contents: web.clark.edu/skeely/JIT (List of JIT lessons in HTML and PDF formats.) 

Watch Video Examples 

 Example from Just Math Tutorials (PatrickJMT) showing the factor tree method to factor 
a number: patrickjmt.com/factoring-a-number 

 Examples from Just Math Tutorials (PatrickJMT) of finding the LCM (least common 

multiple) of two or three numbers or variable expressions: patrickjmt.com/finding-the-

least-common-multiple Stick to the first 5½ minutes as he gets into a more complicated 

algebraic example at that point. 

 Full video lesson from Algebra Test Helper showing factoring by the factor tree method 

and using those factors to find the LCM and LCD: algebratesthelper.com/fractions-

lcd/fractions-lcm-and-lcd 

 

 

Study Written Lessons 

 PurpleMath module on prime factoring numbers by the "upside down division method": 
purplemath.com/modules/factnumb.htm Includes basic divisibility rules and some 

practice problems. 

 Amby lessons on prime factoring by the "factor tree" method includes some self-check 

problems with answers: 

 

Prime factoring numbers by the "factor tree" method: amby.com/educate/math/2-

1_fact.html 

 

Finding the LCM of factored numbers: hamby.com/educate/math/2-1_LCM.html 

 Math.com does a comprehensive job of explaining how to deal with multiple factors 

when finding the LCM at www.math.com/school/subject1/lessons/S1U3L3DP.html. 
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Work Practice Problems 

 Math Playground www.mathplayground.com/factortrees.html provides practice for  
(1) prime factoring a single number via a factor tree, and (2) factoring two numbers  

and then finding their LCM using a Venn diagram visual that is quite effective. 

 AAA Math quizzes you on the LCM of two numbers: www.aaamath.com/g57i-lcm.html 

 

Explore Additional Resources 

 Snowball Game from Fun4TheBrain games is silly but does provide practice in finding 
the LCM of two numbers: www.fun4thebrain.com/beyondfacts/lcmsnowball.html 
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